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Catalyst Sponsor

Thank You
to our sponsors.
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This issue of Dairy Girl Direction celebrates 
the events, women and ideas of World Dairy 
Expo. Many people are already posting in social 
media with excitement as we countdown, for 
those of us in the dairy business it is like 
Homecoming, Christmas and your Birthday all 
rolled into one. 

It is also where Dairy Girl Network began. 
Quite fitting. It was a simple idea, choose a 
time and a place; invite women to gather. Back 
in 2013, even with short notice 45 showed up. 
The next year at our second annual Connect 
Networking Event (by then we had a fancy name) 
170 of you brought a tidal wave of energy with 
you through the door. 

That was when we knew we realized this, 
“needed to be a real thing.”

Since then we formed a Board of Directors, 
staff and team of volunteer leaders across the 
nation who have led this organization far beyond 
Wisconsin and the first week of October. We 
have made it our mission to reach women who 
might never make the trip to Madison. We reach 
you where you are, in life, your career and your 

geography. 
We will have amazing programming at World 

Dairy Expo, come if you can. Bring a friend. If 
you can’t watch your email and our channels, 
we will share as many of the motivational 
messages and information from experts as we 
can. We hope you can join us somehow, even 
from your phone as we go live.

Back in the beginning I never could have 
imagined where we would be today, in such a 
short time we have touched the lives of so many. 
And hopefully we have helped the dairy business 
as a whole see the talent and potential of all it’s 
members. When I let my mind wander back to 
the start of Dairy Girl Network I am overwhelmed 
with gratitude for each and every member, 
supporter and opportunity that helped create 
this path. And I can’t wait to see where we go 
from here.

Laura Daniels 
Dairy Girl Network Founder and President

Back to the Start
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Register NOW at
DairyGirlNetwork.com

Vision Sponsors

Sustaining Sponsors

Event Sponsors

Join us in Madison, WI for World Dairy Expo during the week of October 1st-5th, 2019! We will be hosting two events 
as well as the Family Lounge all week long. Find out more and register for each event at DairyGirlNetwork.com.

Family Lounge - Tuesday, October 1st - Saturday, October 5th in the Madison Room, Exhibition Hall 
 Dairy Girl Network is proud to once again provide a space that families with small children may rest 
and recharge in a quiet atmosphere during the hustle and bustle of World Dairy Expo. An area for nursing 
mothers is also available. The Family Lounge will be open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., every day during 
World Dairy Expo. 

Connect - Annual Networking Event - Wednesday, October 2nd at Sheraton Madison Hotel, 5:30 to 9:00 p.m.
 Our second year at this location, the Sheraton offers convenient proximity to the Expo grounds. This event is a 
short walk from the grounds, but there is also ample parking available and the Sheraton also offers a shuttle to 
and from the hotel and Expo all day and evening. This annual networking session offers a welcoming environment 
for dairywomen in town for Expo. Great conversation and useful connections will be the result of spending your 
evening with us. Bring a friend or come alone and make new friends, either way we hope to meet you here!

Sharing Wisdom - Educational Session - Friday, October 4th in the Mendota 3, Exhibition Hall, 
11:00 am to 1:00 p.m. 
 Join our expert panel of industry professionals and dairy leaders as we navigate ways and stretch your 
thought process to build a road to recovery with our educational session “Recovering from a Downturn”. The 
dairy industry has experienced an unprecedented downturn in key areas including financial, behavioral and on-
farm inputs. Our diverse panel will discuss and emphasize new ideas on how to emerge from challenging times 
and reset your course. With forward thinking they will share a combination of real-life perspectives and expert 
sentiments. During the session, you can look forward to hearing DGN Founder and President, Laura Daniels, with 
a welcome and DGN updates. The session will conclude with a networking lunch. 

FAMILY LOUNGE

DAIRY GIRL NETWORK
Wisdom

Sharing

connect
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Anna-Lisa Laca – Fallon, Nevada
    Anna-Lisa is an accomplished agriculture journalist who 
reports on all things agriculture online and in print as the 
Online and Business Editor for Farm Journal’s MILK and Top 

Producer. She also owns and runs a dairy 
with her husband, Scott, and grew up on a 
West Coast cow-calf operation. Anna-Lisa 
shared, “It’s an honor to be involved in 
an organization committed to inspiring, 
empowering and enabling women to 

lead their farm businesses to new levels of 
success.” With World Dairy Expo around 
the corner, we asked Anna-Lisa what she is 

looking forward to:

What is your favorite thing about Expo?
My favorite thing about Expo is getting to see so many people 
I only connect with in person that one time per year. Whether 
they are work contacts or personal friends, Expo is all about 
the people. Proximity with the best of the best in our industry 
is worth its weight in gold.
 
Is there something you always make sure to do when you are 
at Expo?
I never miss at least one lunch on the run from the grilled 
cheese stand.
 
Do you have a favorite Expo memory?
At four-months-old, my daughter Natale, experienced her first 
taste of ice cream at Expo. Please don’t send emails about my 
parenting skills.
 
What are you most looking forward to at WDE this year?
Our industry has just come out of a devastatingly tough 
season. While we’re not out of the woods completely, and 
plenty of farms continue to struggle through recovery, I 
expect the mood at expo to be much more joyful than the past 
few years. As an industry we struggled together, and we will 
rejoice together too.  
 
If you listen to podcasts, what is your favorite one and why?
I’m a podcast junkie and listen for work and personal. I listen 
to AgriTalk daily and co-host a podcast about ag policy and 
politics called DC Signal to Noise. A few of my favorite non-
Farm Journal podcasts include: How I Built This, The Purpose 
Show, The Happy Hour and Best of Both Worlds.

 Kelly Reed – Prosser, WA
    Kelly Reed works for Diamond V as a Ruminant Field 
Technical Specialist in the Pacific Northwest, was raised on 
a small family farm in upstate New York and received both 
her Bachelors of Animal Science and Doctorate of Veterinary 
Medicine degrees at Cornell University. Kelly has a special 
interest in calves and still serves as the consulting veterinarian 
for a 15,000 head calf ranch. Kelly said she has 
“a passion for the dairy industry specifically 
in education and collaboration, both within 
our industry and to our consumers. Dairy 
Girl Network provides a great opportunity 
to advance our industry in these ways 
and so much more. I am very excited for 
the opportunity to contribute!” This will be 
Kelly’s first World Dairy Expo experience, so 
we asked what she’s preparing for:

This is your first Expo! What are you most excited about?
I am looking forward to learning about the cutting-edge new 
technology, seeing some beautiful cows and catching up with 
old friends and meeting new ones!

What have you heard about Expo? Is there anything you are 
preparing for?
Mostly what I have heard is “how have you never been!?!” I 
am really excited to go and take it all in. I’m too naive to know 
what to prepare for!

Be ready for cows, cows and more cows! Do you have a favorite 
breed you are looking forward to seeing in the show ring?
My family has always had Holsteins and it’s hard for me to 
look past a gorgeous Holstein with true dairy character, but 
Brown Swiss are definitely the cutest!

Let’s talk about grilled cheese... what’s your favorite cheese to use?
Cheddar!! But I also see no reason to stop with just one variety 
of cheese, the more the merrier!

If you listen to podcasts, what is your favorite one and why?
I’m fairly new to the podcast world, but my favorite so far 
is Malcolm Gladwell’s Revisionist History. I’ve read all his 
books and enjoy how he is able to disassemble important 
social issues and give multiple different perspectives based on 
research. w

This month we are featuring our new Dairy Girl Network Board of 
Directors Advisory members, Anna-Lisa Laca and Kelly Reed. We 
openly welcome both Anna-Lisa and Kelly to Dairy Girl Network 
and thank them for their support, dedication and ideas they bring.
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 Q and A

Complied by Amanda Borkowski. Amanda is the Interactive Media Lead for Dairy Girl Network.
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Partnerships Fuel 
Dairy Girl Network 
It is the support of our partners that truly makes Dairy Girl Network (DGN) possible. 
Our sponsors not only believe in the Dairy Girl Network mission but they live it, too! 
Working together, sponsors and the DGN team help to build, develop and execute DGN 
programs. 

Thank you to the 2019 Dairy Girl Network Vision and 

Sustaning level sponsors!

As the event season is upon us, we are gracious for the national event support from Cargill 
as Catalyst sponsor and thank all of our event sponsors which assist our needs on a local 
and national level. We love partnering with organizations valuing personal and professional 
development for dairywomen. 

Is your business interested in becoming a sponsor in 2020? Dairy Girl Network needs 
your support to advance our mission now. Our organization has come so far so fast since 
our one networking event in 2013. Our program areas continue to grow, our impact on 
thousands of dairywomen each year multiples, yet we can do more. 
 Our DGN Catalyst Campaign will kickstart more opportunities for in-person networking 
and mentoring connections of our dairywomen from across the global. With these dollars, 
Dairy Girl Network will be able to expand our staff and better support them as they bring 
these programs to life. 
 The future of Dairy Girl Network is bright, and our goals are set high, now is your 
opportunity to have a part in the network’s growth. Partner with Dairy Girl Network to drive 
our mission even farther! This special promotion for our partnerships is only in effect until 
November 15, 2019. If you are interested in learning more please contact Andrea Brossard 
today. w

Dairy Girl Network Vision Sponsors Dairy Girl Network Sustaining Sponsors

Spanish On 
La Granja  
(on the 
farm) 

Online Spanish 
Course, tailored 
to dairy

Classes Offered:
• Spanish on la Granja 101, beginner
• Spanish on la Granja 201, 

intermediate

All Courses Include:
• An 8-week condensed course (total 

of 16 lessons)
• Two weekly one-hour live but 

recorded video lessons accessible 
when convenient for you!

• “Live” classes will be Tuesdays 
and Thursdays

• The ability to schedule one-on-
one calls/video chats with the 
instructor weekly for additional 
help

• Access to helpful links, games and 
more for reinforcement

• Ease of completing course 
assignments through the DGN 
website

• Certificate for course completion

Learning a second language 
takes commitment, practice and 
determination. Native Spanish-
speakers love it when you show an 
appreciation for their language 
and culture. Even knowing the 
basics will go a long 
way in improving 
relationships.

Our fall class is 
now enrolling with 
a start date of 
October 15. w

WEBINAR - Resources for DAIRYWOMEN without leaving the farm

u Get the Inside Track from Dairy Girl Network
 
Our organization has come so far so fast. Our program areas continue to 
grow and our impact on thousands of dairywomen multiples each year. Join the 
Dairy Girl Network staff as they bring you the inside track to program details, share 
World Dairy Expo highlights and gather your feedback to take Dairy Girl Network into a bright future.

Join us on Friday, September 20th at 12:00 p.m. CST  

Register online at DairyGirlNetwork.com for this FREE monthly webinar.  
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Alicia Lamb, New York
Facebook: @Oakfield Corners Dairy and @Lamb Farms, Inc 

Instagram: @oakfieldcorners

 Alicia is a dairy farmer primarily helping out with the genetics and marketing 
program on Lamb Farms, Inc. and Oakfield Corners Dairy. For Alicia, that means 
helping out at shows, genomic testing calves, coordinating bulls going to stud and 
social media and advertising for their genetics program. Alicia grew up on a beef 
cow/calf operation in Florida and custom dry hay business, but began showing dairy calves at age 9 through 4-H. “My love for the dairy industry 
grew over the years as I became more involved in showing, judging, dairy bowl, public presentations, and other 4-H/FFA/breed association 
activities. This led me to pursue a degree in animal/dairy science at University of Florida” she said. Alicia worked as a cattle nutrition and 
management consultant for 20 years before she started full-time on the farm. 
 Her family and her show Holsteins and Red and Whites and have attended World Dairy Expo for 15 years, started showing at Expo in 2008 
and now bring their own string of 10+ cows. “My husband and I always enjoyed showing as kids, so we bought our first show heifer together 
in April 1999 as a hobby. We developed her family and continue to have high type offspring from her in the show string to this day. We began 
buying higher profile show animals over the years and built up a business of selling their offspring to help pay for our ever-growing hobby. As the 
program has evolved over time and expanded into the index and genomics arena, we’ve built a financially successful genetics business within the 
farm.” The 2018 show season was the best for their program to date as they were honored win Premier Breeder and Premier Exhibitor of the Red 
& White heifer show, Premier Breeder of the Red & White show overall, and Premier Breeder of the Holstein heifer show. Additionally, Oakfield A 
Shampagne-Red, a cow they bred, was named Grand Champion of the Red & White show. 
 As for advice for other dairywomen that want to show at Expo? Alicia said, “Just do it! It can be quite intimidating to show on the colored 
shavings, but it’s important to remember that everyone started at some point. I distinctly remember the first time I showed a cow at Expo. I was 
unknown and in my early 30’s and I was as nervous as anyone could be. I was told that if someone else showed her, she would probably place 
higher, but I was determined that since I had done the work, I was going to show her!”

Jeannie Bishop, Wisconsin
 Jeannie Bishop grew up in southeast Wisconsin near Watertown. Her family originally milked 40 cows and 
she grew up out in the barn. Now, her family currently milks 150 cows and raises all of their own heifers and 
runs a cropping operation. After attending UW-River Falls, she moved out to California where she worked for 
the Holstein Association out in the Central Valley. After a few years, she had the opportunity to move back to 
the Midwest and worked for Alta Genetics with their Advantage Young sire program. Today, Jeannie said, “I’ve 
been in my current role of animal health pharma sales at Merck Animal Health for the past 13 years working 
with dairy farms and veterinarians. I was a fortunate kid who was heavily involved in 4-H and FFA. Never in my 
wildest dreams did I imagine that I would live 1/4 of a mile from my family’s dairy farm where I grew up, but a 
great opportunity to purchase our farm has been one of the best decisions for us.” 
 She is excited for Expo and says it is a busy week for her and her family! “We have exhibited and shown 
our family’s Brown Swiss cattle for the past 20+ years and will be busy with a large group again in 2019. I 
am also involved in the World Dairy Expo Commercial Exhibitor Committee where our group helps to welcome new and previous exhibitors 
and make the trade show portion a great experience for both attendees and exhibitors. I also spend some time in our Merck Animal Health 
booth answering questions for customers and attendees” she said. For Jeannie, her favorite part about Expo is the chance to see friends, 
old and new. She loves that she gets to work with her family’s cows while also engaging with customers in the trade show.

 This month we are featuring a handful of ladies with have unique stories to tell. Some are active on social media, some have diversified their 
operations and some host events to share their dairy story with others. Enjoy these stories which may inspire your next idea.

Dairy Girl Features
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Dairy Girl Features

Valerie Miller, Iowa
Facebook: @Steel Cow  Instagram: @_steelcow

 Growing up, Valerie Miller knew from a young age that she wanted to be a painter. 
She said, “I remember blowing out the candles on my 7th birthday cake and wishing I’d 
grow up to be an artist. So, I’ve been working on being a painter for the last 30 years in 
some shape or form. In high school, in between activities, I would paint and draw and 
I went to college for art and business as I knew no one would care about my art more 
than me - so I was going to need some business education as well in order to run a 
business.” After college, Valerie got married and she started her business, Steel Cow, a 
few months after graduation. She noted that she has always been in love with animals but didn’t fall in love with cows until she was 18 and 
on a trip where she saw them in a different way. After that trip, she primarily painted and drew cows, and living in Northeast Iowa surrounded 
by friends and family with farms, it was pretty easy to get models. Valerie said she likes to meet all the cows before she paints them.
 This year is a special year for Steel Cow- it is the 15th anniversary! “I can’t believe it’s been this long and it certainly still feels like we are 
just getting started” Valerie said. In celebration of the anniversary at World Dairy Expo, Steel Cow will have Valerie’s new paintings: one of a 
Holstein cow (Lindsey) and another of a Holstein calf (Ella). They will also have prints of them together in an adorable cow/calf painting we’ve 
called “Momma’s Girl.....Two”.  Special 15th Anniversary pricing will be on most of her products and they will have limited edition magnets of 
“Momma’s Girl.....Two”, “Dairy Girls” and “The Girls and Friends”, something that you can only get at her booth during Expo and not online. 
Another item that can only be found at Expo and not online is her lazy susans with Steel Cow’s images on them. The other part of Expo that 
Valerie loves? “I obviously love the beautiful cows at Expo! But I do love meeting people and visiting with our customers and people we only 
see once a year equally as much” she said. You can find Steel Cow in Exhibition Hall at booth 4515B.

Jeannette Sheehan, Minnesota
Facebook: @Sheeknoll Farms  Instagram: @SheeknollFarms

 Jeannette and her husband, along with other family members, own and operate Sheeknoll Farms near 
Rochester, MN and her current role on the farm includes raising the newborn and transition calves, heifer care, 
fill-in milking and mixing feed. She has many titles, also including lawn-care person, bookkeeper and farm 
promotion coordinator! Jeannette grew up on a first-generation grade Holstein dairy farm and loved how they could 
breed, feed and care for the cows to improve milk production and type. “At an early age my parents introduced me 
to 4-H dairy judging and from there I grew passionate about making a more efficient cow, with good type and one 
that was fun to work with. I have always loved working with dairy cows and really enjoyed the satisfaction of seeing the results of my labor” 
she said. World Dairy Expo has been an exciting event that Jeannette and her family look forward to attending each fall. Her first experience 
with Expo was showing her neighbor’s Ayrshire cows and later on she coached her county’s 4-H dairy judging teams that competed before it 
became a national contest. “I have been able to watch Expo grow to include more youth events and experiences that nurture the passion for 
the dairy industry. It is so important to give young people an experience like the judging, fitting, showmanship, and bowl contests along with 
the show. The networking of friends and future industry contacts is priceless” Jeannette noted.
 Her biggest achievement at the event was winning the World Dairy Expo Holstein Champion and Reserve Grand Champion with their home-
bred cow, Thomas. “It was one of the best, most unexpected moments of both my and my family’s lives, and I’m so thankful to everyone that 
helped us and cheered with us that day! I was also so honored to receive the 2018 World Dairy Expo Dairy Woman of the Year award. I didn’t 
know my family and friends nominated me, so it was a complete surprise when I got the call that I had been selected as last year’s recipient. 
I am excited to witness the expanding roles of women in Agriculture and how women have made, currently make and will continue to make an 
impact on the entire industry. My parents encouraged me to do whatever I wanted to do and do it well, and I’m thankful that I had good role 
models, friends and mentors to support me” she said. Jeannette is also new to the Expo Board of Directors, so she just starting to see how the 
behind-the-scenes planning of the event goes and loves seeing the passion that the Board brings to the event. w

Completed with assistance from Press Corps members Lynn Bartholomew and Savannah Basham.
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Complied by Amanda Borkowski. Amanda is the 
Interactive Media Lead for Dairy Girl Network.

As seen on

“The Rural Woman
 podcast are nice shorter 

podcasts that allow you to 
listen to different women 
of Ag who are making a 

difference. I like it because 
you can learn more 

about different areas of 
Agriculture that you may 

not be as familiar with.”             
- Ashley C.

“The TED hour has been awesome! 
I was really struggling to find 
something I enjoyed plus something 
that stretched my mindset and this 
has been fabulous!” -Emily S.

“Empower HER by Kacia 
Fitzgerald. Some of the 
podcasts 15-20 minutes, 
some are 45-60 minutes. 
Always a great positive 
attitude, great inspiring 

podcast that talks about how 
to put a positive spin on your 

day.” -Karoline T.

“The Profitable Mindset by 
Charlotte Smith, especially 
if you are interested in 
direct-selling farm products. 
Economist Radio for world 
news. The History Chicks for 
in-depth true stories about 
historical women.” -Lorilee S.

“The Dave Ramsey 
show is great for 
personal finance, 
and the shark farmer 
podcast is very 
interesting.” -Emily R.

 “Shining Bright by 
FarmHer is a great podcast. I love 

listening to stories about how 
different women in agriculture got 

to their current career. Another 
interesting one is Working Cattle. 

It’s all about different paradigm 
changes in raising beef, but many 

of the episodes apply to other types 
of production agriculture too.” 

-Summer H.

“The Rural Woman podcast 
are nice shorter podcasts that 
allow you to listen to different 
women of Ag who are making a 
difference. I like it because you 
can learn more about different 
areas of Agriculture that you 
may not be as familiar with.” 
-Ashley C.

“Legacy Farmer 
is always 

challenging. Love 
it.” -Jennifer Z.

“Uh, where to start? I listen to 80+podcasts. For 
Ag my favorite is Shark Farmer and What the 
Farm Podcasts. For non-ag I could go on and on. 
Presidential, Revisionist History, Broken Record, 
The Indicator, Planet Money, Wine for Normal 
People, Slow Burn, Someone Knows Something 
and The Way I Heard It.” -Ashley K.

“I am loving Crystal 
Blin’s podcast The Squad Life! I love 
it because it is about small town girls 

like Crystal, me and you who are 
pursuing their big ideas and dreams. 

It is always upbeat and positive, and it 
has made me really think a lot about 
my own dreams and stepping outside 

of my comfort zone.”
 -Renee K.

“One I just started listening to 
is HerMoney. It’s interviews and 
conversations about finances 
and investing but it’s geared 
towards women and talks 
about things like wage gaps, 
lack of equality in upper level 
management, etc.” -Laura L.

“If you like mystery 
and murder stories, 
My Favorite Murder 
is such an awesome/
entertaining pod-
cast!!” -Emily S.

“I LOVE “The Way I 
Heard It” with Mike 
Rowe. Fun little short 
stories that make you 
go “oh, THAT’S where 
that came from” 
along with his buttery 
smooth narration.” 
-Sara H.

A Passionate for Podcasts  

We asked our members of Exchange, our private Facebook group, what 
podcasts they are listening to. Their suggestions did not disappoint!

“The Future of Agriculture by Tim 
Hammerich - it covers new technology 
in all different areas of agriculture 
around the world. I always learn 
something new and it’s nice to learn 
about bee keeping or wine grape 
growing when I never normally would 
come across anything related to these 
other important areas of ag!” -Emma H.
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 Hygiene is the foundation for the 
production of wholesome milk.  The 
dairywoman knows that producing 
high quality milk free from bacteria 
that present a risk to both shelf life 
and human health depends on the 
maintenance of excellent dairy hygiene 
from cow teats to bulk tank. In addition 
to meeting sanitary conditions, milking 
equipment lines must be free from 
visible dirt and debris, including buildup 
of protein and fat.  It must also be free 
of detergent residues.   Nowadays, when 
most dairy equipment is maintained by 
clean-in-place (CIP) 
protocols over the old-
fashioned disassemble-
and-scrub (clean out 
of place), how do we 
know we are doing a 
good job of keeping 
our equipment up to 
par?
 Typical CIP cycles 
for dairy equipment generally follow a 
pattern of alternating washes with acid 
and alkaline detergents, ending in a 
disinfecting step and interspersed with 
clean water rinses to assure complete 
removal of chemical residues (Table. 
1).  In addition to choosing the right 

chemicals for the job, cleaning efficacy 
depends on the “Four T’s” of cleaning: 
Time, Titration, Temperature, and 
Turbulence.  To this DeLaval adds water 
(quality and quantity), and the diligence 
of the people maintaining the equipment.  
Finding the optimum combination of 
these interrelated factors is important to 
guarantee the efficiency of the cleaning 
process.  Clean-in-place equipment 
is purpose-designed to automate the 
process of cleaning, ensuring consistent 
detergent concentrations, wash 
temperatures and cycle times.  Shear 

stress created by forcing 
high pressure bursts of 
cleaning solutions, or 
“slugs,” through the 
equipment pipelines, 
provides the mechanical 
action necessary to 
dislodge soils and buildup.   
  For the combination of 
chemical and mechanical 

action of the CIP cycle to work, the 
quality and quantity of water must 
be appropriate to the task.  Specific 
conditions of the available water 
conditions, such level of hardness or 
softness may determine the choice 
or the concentration of cleaning 

chemical used.  
Variations in 
system water 
pressure could 
affect the 
quantity of 
water entering 
the system, 
resulting in 
poor slug formation that will significantly 
reduce cleaning efficiency.  
 This important system must be 
monitored for performance and 
maintained in optimal condition.   To 
aid in this DeLaval has developed the 
DeLaval Cleaning Analysis (DCA) as an 
in-service advisory component of our 
business.  Integrated with the DeLaval 
VPR200 platform and using proprietary 
algorithms developed by DeLaval, our 
dairy advisors can evaluate the cleaning 
efficiency of the CIP system to detect 
problems that would interfere with 
consistent milk quality.  In addition 
to thermal sensors that monitor 
cleaning temperature, wireless vacuum 
sensors communicate with the DCA 
tool to enable advanced analysis of the 
cleaning slugs generated by the CIP 
system.  Poor pressure or inconsistent 
temperatures can be detected and 
the root causes addressed.  This 
preventative maintenance service 
allows identification of potential CIP 
problems before milk quality is affected.   
   CIP units are crucial components of 
on-farm milking and storage systems. 
Maintaining them in optimal working 
conditions will help manage energy, 
water and chemical costs, and increases 
the quality and sale value of the milk.

DELAVAL CLEANING ANALYSIS: More 
about DeLaval Cleaning Analysis on our 
website, www.delaval.com. w

THE EFFICIENT CLEAN 
CIP Cleaning Efficacy and the DeLaval 
Cleaning Analysis

THE “FOUR T’S OF 
CLEANING ARE 
TIME, TITRATION, 
TEMPERATURE, AND 
TURBULENCE.  TO 
THIS, DELAVAL ADDS 
WATER AND PEOPLE

Table 1. Typical CIP Cycle 

Written by Robbin Koenig, DeLaval

Robbin Koenig PhD is the R&D Director Milk Quality 
and Animal Health for DeLaval Manufacturing.  She 
comes from an upstate NY dairy family and is 
passionate about animal health.  She has 14 years of 
experience developing health and sanitation solutions 
for both companion and agricultural animals.
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August 2019 Enhance Webinar: 

Discovering Our Unconscious Bias and How to Manage It 
presented by Martha Trott

 On August 16th, supported by material provided by the organization Catalyst (catalyst.com), and through various exercises, 
examples, and educational bits of information, Martha Trott painted a poignant picture of what unconscious bias is and how we can 
manage it within ourselves, at the workplace or on the farm. Martha discussed key messages for unconscious bias that included: 
everyone has a bias and this bias can affect your business decisions; challenge assumptions and ask questions; and being inclusive 
as being one of the most critical actions to avoid unconscious bias.
 At any given moment, individuals are flooded with 11 million bits of information, but can only process about 40. Implicit 
preferences are based on positive and negative associations that are unconscious to us. Our life experiences create a “mental model” 
that we use to interpret the world and thus our brains make assumptions, so we see what we expect to see (confirmation bias). We 
believe our perceptions are based on objective analysis. Biases can be most likely triggered by a few key conditions including stress, 
hunger, time constraints, multi-tasking, and ambiguity.
 Pivoting to look through the closer lens of the workplace, in a 2016 Harvard Review study looking at the statistical chances of a 
woman being hired from the finalist pool, the following results were revealed:

• 1 woman; 3 men: 0% chance
• 2 women; 2 men: 50% chance
• 3 women; 1 man: 67% chance

 Martha continued on to drive home the point with a slide that read “Diversity is a fact;
inclusion is a choice.” She also shared a simple “formula”: inclusion = belongingness +
uniqueness. Furthermore, inclusion predicts innovation. Specifically, the more colleagues felt their uniqueness, the more they reported 
being innovative.
 During the Q and A portion, the question was asked about any book recommendations for unconscious bias, and Martha suggested 
the classic Animal Farm by George Orwell. Another question was asked about advice for young women in ag, to which Martha replied 
seeing the opportunity to educate the individual from the other side by creating psychological shared space through simple, polite (yet 
firm) and strong responses paired with open expressions and body language. At the beginning of the webinar, a few DGN updates were 
given including the deadline for the new class of the Inspire Mentorship Program. A big thank you to Andrea Brossard for all of her 
work on both the webinars and the Inspire Program. w

Written by Press Corps Member Megan Kelly

Are you interested in hosting a Connect event near you?
Do you know of a dairy conference or event in your area that would benefit from having an DGN Connect 
networking event? Would you be interested in serving as a chairwoman for a Connect event? If so, please 
complete the volunteer form here: https://dairygirlnetwork.com/volunteer/

We are always looking for new events to bring dairywomen together. Our Connect networking events allow 
dairywomen a quick chance to recharge by talking about all aspects of their lives and dairy farming. The event is 
for all women involved with any part of dairy – whether as a calf feeder, dairy owner, marketing or sales consultant servicing dairy 
farms or cheese producers, veterinarian, researchers, and more. If there is a dairy cow involved in what you do, you’re invited. 

Additionally, we would also like to bring our DGN Family Lounges to more events across the nation. Our Family Lounge allows families 
with small children a quiet place to rest and recharge. There is also an area for nursing mothers available in these spaces. w
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Dairy Girl Network Board of Directors
 Laura Daniels, Cobb, WI, Founder and President Carrie Mess, Johnson Creek, WI Michelle Philibeck, DePere, WI  

 Kristy Pagel, Malone, WI, Vice President Sadie Frericks, Melrose, MN Tami Smith, Williamsburg, PA 

 LuAnn Troxel, Hanna, IN, Financial Officer Katie Dotterer-Pyle, Union Bridge, MD Michelle Schilter, Chehalis, WA

 Mary Knigge, Washington, DC  

Dairy Girl Network Advisory Board
 Leah Ziemba, Madison, WI

 Kelly Reed, Prosser, WA

 Anna-Lisa Laca, Fallon, NV

Dairy Girl Network Staff Members 
 Brenda Gilbertson, Strategic Lead 
       brendag@dairygirlnetwork.com
 Renée Norman-Kenny, Creative Development Lead
       reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com
 Andrea Brossard, Educational Resource Lead
       andreab@dairygirlnetwork.com
 Amanda Borkowski, Interactive Media Lead
       amandab@dairygirlnetwork.com  

Board of Directors and Staff Members

Thank You to our sponsors.

Front row, L-R; Sadie Frericks, Laura Daniels and LuAnn Troxel. Back row, L-R; Andrea Brossard, Amanda 
Borkowski, Carrie Mess, Kristy Pagel, Michelle Philibeck, Brenda Gilbertson and Renée Norman-Kenny. 
Missing from photo are Tami Smith, Michelle Schilter, Katie Dotterer-Pyle, Mary Knigge, Leah Ziemba, 
Kelly Reed and Anna-Lisa Laca.

Catalyst SponsorDairy Girl Network Vision Sponsors Dairy Girl Network Sustaining Sponsors

Our Mission
The Dairy Girl Network connects all women of the 
dairy industry, encouraging ideas and camaraderie 
in an effort to achieve personal and professional 
development. Designed as a welcoming network of 
passionate women involved in dairy, relationships 
will grow through shared 
experience, support and 
inspiration.

Our Vision
The Dairy Girl Network 
supports all women in dairy by 
enhancing lives and creating 
opportunities.

Find out more about at
DairyGirlNetwork.com
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